Platform Model and Features

State’s Repository for Credentialing
Ability to take trainings recommended by the state, obtain a certificate, and renew/re-certify credentials annually.

Candidate Profiles
Create and maintain a profile and print a comprehensive resume from the profile.

Jobs Postings
Post jobs using dropdowns & tags and easily see results from existing candidates.
Receive updates when a new profile is matched.

Advanced Search
Search existing profiles. Filter results to a handful of candidates to select from.
Save search criteria to reuse at other times.

Auto Match
Periodically, the system will search the job postings and existing profiles to automatically find matches and email potential candidates and employers with results.

Trainings
A portal for states to add, manage, or recommend trainings and tag them with competency levels, topics, audience, etc.

Resources Library
A portal to add new resources for candidates to explore, enhancing their knowledge and skills.

Collaborate
Use a forum to communicate with other candidates or potential employers; use community help to progress in your career.

State Workspace
A place for the state to showcase statistics, initiatives, policies, roadmaps, etc. State admins can manage their team and reports.

Reports
Generate as-needed reports for profiles, jobs listings, number of matches, number of trainings viewed, number of credentials issued, etc.